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                                Tue, 03 Oct 2023 17:38:18                                    |
                                                                            Car Accessories
                                                                                |
                                        4 comments                                
        

        
            Anyone who has ever strained their shoulder or scraped their knuckles trying to loosen a stuck bolt knows the value of penetrating oil. In fact, you've probably heard the joke about every shop needing at least one roll of duct tape, and one can of a famous, sprayable lubricant. Penetrating oils can be used to loosen and separate some of the most tightly stuck objects. In fact, nothing works better.        

    

    
        
            UUC Short Shifters
        

        
                        
                                Sat, 23 Sep 2023 10:37:00                                    |
                                                                            BMW E36 M
                                                                        
        

        
            What’s wrong with the stock shifter in a BMW? Nothing, really, but don’t tell my wife that. She’d be even more perturbed that I swapped the perfectly adequate stock shifter in our 525i not once, but twice in the past year.        

    

    
        
            Best Heads for a Chevy 350
        

        
                        
                                Mon, 11 Sep 2023 18:10:10                                    |
                                                                            Chevy Thunder
                                                                                |
                                        2 comments                                
        

        
            There are many variations, but again the choice here will also affect the performance of your engine. The most common are the smog heads, from around 1971 on up. There are good ones and there are bad ones, some are just better choices than others. Just one note before you start, some of you may think that 305 heads and 350 heads will swap over. Yes, they will bolt on, BUT, the combustion chamber size is significantly different.        
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                                Sat, 05 Aug 2023 23:23:40                                    |
                                                                            Heavy Duty
                                                                                |
                                        5 comments                                
        

        
            May be the most coveted piece of off-road hardware in the industry. It earned its reputation because of its strength, the number of aftermarket parts available for it, and the fact that it has remained relatively unchanged over the last 30 years. Of course, even the mighty Dana 60 can benefit from an update every few decades so in 2004 Ford and Dana released the new Dana Super 60 for use in F-450 and F-550 Super Duty trucks.        
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            We continue our look at the abundance of adverts and reports on Fordson and Ford wheeled and tracked conversions through Alec's Cuttings; here we look at the Fordson era up to 1959 of wheeled conversions, including halftracks.

Showin gjust how keen Ford Motor Company were on other organisations converting their tractors was the full page advert in the Jan 1955 Farm Mechanization (FM) that had a drawing of a new Major on Roadless Semi Skeleton half tracks pulling out a tree stump using a winch.         
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                                Thu, 29 Jun 2023 00:34:53                                    |
                                                                            Car Accessories
                                                                                |
                                        6 comments                                
        

        
            Whether you have bone stock or flamboyant aftermarket wheels on your car, there's a good chance you have wheel locks. Most new car dealers install wheel locks on every new vehicle they sell, partly out of necessity and importance, and partly for a small bump in price. Along with those wheel locks comes a key to remove them but just one. You don't get a spare and you'll never order a replacement in time for when you really need it.        

    

    
        
            1000-horsepower Dodge Charger SRT Ghoul will appear
        

        
                        
                                Tue, 27 Jun 2023 13:45:45                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            The arrival of the Dodge Charger SRT Ghoul will be a grand V8 finale unlike anything else. Reservations will start on April 1st. Dodge has a special relationship with the V8 engine. While the transition to an all-electric lineup will take several years, hybrids and plug-in hybrids will be temporarily necessary measures . Following the completion of the merger between FCA and PSA Groupe, the newly formed Stellantis is rapidly moving towards electrification.        

    

    
        
            Why does the 2021 Ford F-150 Raptor not have independent rear suspension?
        

        
                        
                                Tue, 27 Jun 2023 13:45:25                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            The new generation of the charged Ford F-150 Raptor pickup has the same rear suspension design as its predecessor. The decision will allow the truck to cope better off-road, Ford said. Ford fans were probably left racking their brains when they learned that the newest generation of the charged F-150 Raptor pickup will not have independent rear suspension (IRS). Undoubtedly, the fact that the truck has gone from using leaf springs to coil springs has delighted many fans of this popular vehicle.        

    

    
        
            The cost of the fastest hypercar Hongqi S9 PHEV has been unveiled
        

        
                        
                                Mon, 15 May 2023 15:35:02                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            According to preliminary data, the price of the new item will be 25 less than the original estimate. The hypercar is able to overtake the Bugatti Chiron. Chinese premium car maker Hongqi is preparing to unveil its new S9 PHEV hypercar. The CarNewsChina released data on the cost of new items. According to the source, the futuristic car was valued at 1,450,000. Initially, there were reports that the new product would cost more than 2 million.        

    

    
        
            LG Chem plant in Poland to receive $ 112 million investment
        

        
                        
                                Tue, 28 Mar 2023 18:57:18                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            EU state aid regulators have launched an investigation into Poland's plan to provide 95 million euros ( 112 million) in aid to battery company LG Chem to expand capacity. EU officials question whether the support is in line with the bloc's rules. LG Chem announced in 2017 that it is investing more than 1 billion to build up production capacity at its Polish electric car battery factory.        
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                                Mon, 20 Mar 2023 02:55:33                                    |
                                                                            BMW E36 M
                                                                        
        

        
            Those of you enjoying your M Roadsters and E39 M5s may have to explain to sensible folks why your expensive BMW doesn’t even have a spare tire. I’ve tried to suggest the missing spare stems from BMW’s environmental concerns: Why equip a car with 25% more tires than can touch the ground at once, only to end up in smoldering landfills?        

    

    
        
            Porsche talks about the 550 Spyder race car
        

        
                        
                                Mon, 06 Mar 2023 10:58:05                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            On its official YouTube channel, Porsche has posted a video detailing and showing its 550 Spyder racing car. The video specifically mentions that the 550 Spyder is the machine that started it all. The name Porsche can mean many different things to those in the automotive industry. Some may see the automaker aiming to incorporate its racing DNA into the electric vehicles of the future.        

    

    
        
            New Volkswagen ID.4 will be able to park without a driver
        

        
                        
                                Thu, 02 Mar 2023 15:27:20                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            The technology, which was first announced in 2018, is already on the European market on the Touareg, with plans to be installed on a Volkswagen EV in the US soon. The German company introduced a special technology that allows the brand's cars to park with one button on a smartphone remotely. This is the VW Remote Park Assist Plus app. This system is already on the Volkswagen Touareg SUV, and then it will appear on the brand's electric cars.        

    

    
        
            Details about the new Ford Bronco Sport
        

        
                        
                                Tue, 14 Feb 2023 14:59:24                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            New information has been circulated on the Internet regarding the Ford Bronco Sport cross, which was received from the dealer system for ordering new cars. According to this information, the crossover will be available in several levels of equipment, with EcoBoost turbo engines and an 8-band automatic transmission. The younger Bronco, which together with the SUV will be allocated as a separate sub-brand, was created on the C2 architecture.        

    

    
        
            There are details about the electric car Audi RS E-Tron GT
        

        
                        
                                Tue, 14 Feb 2023 14:59:05                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
        

        
            The presentation of the electric car Audi RS E-Tron GT will be held in November this year. The start of sales is scheduled for next year. It is expected that the E-Tron and E-Tron Sportback will also receive the most powerful RS-versions. Audi Sport had a rather eventful 2019 with numerous debuts of powerful S- and RS-versions of its usual models in several market segments, but the beginning of the new decade will be even more stressful in this regard.        
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                                Wed, 06 Mar 2024 19:01:05                                    |
                                                                            Chevy Thunder
                                                                        
                        

                        First be sure that there is no deposits behind the throttle plates and in the IAC air bypass passage ways. This deposit or coking is a mixture of soot and oil that is part of the combustion process. In older engines, a significant amount is oil. If this deposit is enough, it will effectively choke off the air flow to the IAC, causing hesitation and stalling. The best way to clean this is to remove the throttle body from the intake, and using a can of brake cleaner, rags and cotton swabs.
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                                Sun, 03 Mar 2024 14:32:18                                    |
                                                                            Chevy Thunder
                                                                                |
                                        47 comments                                
                        

                        This page covers just the basics of the CPI and CSFI engines from 1992 through 2004. Back in 1992, General Motors introduced a new type of fuel injection system known as CPI or (Central Port Injection), or also known as CMFI (Central Multi-Point Fuel Injection). The system was used on 4.3L V6 Vortec engines through 1995, and underwent a redesign in 1996 and renamed Central Sequential Fuel Injection (CSFI). The system was also added to 5.0L and 5.
                    

                                        
                        
                            Chevrolet Cross-fire Injection 1982-1984
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 29 Feb 2024 20:54:02                                    |
                                                                            Chevy Thunder
                                                                                |
                                        10 comments                                
                        

                        Model 400 TBI The Cross Fire Injection albeit as short lived as it was, was considered to be cutting edge when it was introduced in the fall of 1981 for the 1982 model years. Although Camaro owners could opted out and get a higher output 5.0L with a 4 bbl carburetor, it itself was a late introduction so most did not know about it. Vast majority who checked off the V8 engine got the CFI system.
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                                Wed, 28 Feb 2024 23:06:13                                    |
                                                                            Chevy Thunder
                                                                        
                        

                        The E40 controller was used on the 2005-06 LS2 engines exclusively. It is designed for the 24X crank reluctor (the only Gen IV exception) and the 1X camshaft reluctor mounted under the front timing cover. It is identified by its three connectors, a 56 pin blue and gray and a 73 pin black. Not to be confused with the E67 ecm which has two 73 pin connectors (black and gray). The distinctly larger pins is the grounds for the ecm.
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                                Sun, 25 Feb 2024 11:13:33                                    |
                                                                            Torque Settings
                                                                                |
                                        4 comments                                
                        

                        
1 Not always noticeable, a split track rod end gaiter will spill its lubricant grease, wear the joint, and make the steering feel loose and sloppy. A split steering rack gaiter enables oil to leak out and dirt to enter, which accelerates wear. To fit a new gaiter, the track rod end must be removed. O Clean any dirt and debris from the track rods using a stiff brush, and look for the spanner 'flat'. Measure from any point on the track rod to the centre of the track rod end. This will help when...
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                                Sun, 25 Feb 2024 10:11:52                                    |
                                    Austin Healey                                        |
                                        4 comments                                
                        

                        
It takes minutes and can transform the way your classic runs. www.dfaper.co.uk U U ' j gfl www.dfaper.co.uk U U ' j gfl Set the points gap first Refer to your workshop manual for the correct setting. As long as your distributor is easily accessible and you've got the right feeler gauge, this is a five-minute job. Attach the power leads on the timing light to the car's battery, and then clamp the light's plug connection to the HT lead for number one cylinder. Check your manual to see whether you...
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                                                                            Chevy Thunder
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                                        102 comments                                
                        

                        This page is dedicated to the owners of these vehicles equipped with GM's dual point fuel injection (model 220 tbi). Although just a small number of cars were equipped with tbi in 1987, this changed very rapidly in 1988 when it was introduced on the F bodies (Camaro and Firebird) and expanded to include the Chevrolet Caprice, Monte Carlo and the truck lines as well. 1988 was the last year of carburetors on GM's passenger cars. Many vehicles were also equipped with the 2.8L V6, 4.3L V6 and 7.
                    

                                        
                        
                            1985 to 1990 Camaro IROC-Z Spotter's Guide
                        

                        
                            
		  	
		          
		            
		          

		        	
		          
		            
		          

		        	
		          
		            
		          

		        	
		          
		            
		          
 
		        	
		          
		            
		          

		        

		
		                            
                                Thu, 22 Feb 2024 09:59:37                                    |
                                                                            Camaro
                                                                                |
                                        33 comments                                
                        

                        Many thanks go to Jim Irace and Willie (Thirdgen.org History Moderator) for their help and contribution to this article. We've been wanting to do this for some time now, just never really got around to it. Well, seeming we've been getting approached more and more with questions pertaining to buying a used IROC and whether it's authentic or not, we decided to write this article. Throughout the IROC-Z era, the basic look of the car looks the same.
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                                Wed, 21 Feb 2024 20:16:14                                    |
                                                                            Vintage Tractor
                                                                        
                        

                        
The ubiquitous Grey Fergie could easily be described as a good old trooper, we visit George Martin of Co Tyrone who has taken that meaning quite literally by installing an Isuzu Trooper engine in his Usually when most people think of a Ferguson TE-20 they visualise a product of the 20th century which played an important part in revolutionising agriculture around the world and one which is still revered, standing proudly in displays at tractor shows or sedately taking part in tractor road runs...
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                                Wed, 21 Feb 2024 19:10:36                                    |
                                                                            BMW E36 M
                                                                        
                        

                        At first, the task of clearing and recharging the cylinders in a high-speed, four-stroke engine seems impossible. Such processes need time, and it's hard to believe there's enough available for this one, which faces many impediments and is crowded into the merest fragment of a clock's tick.
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                                Wed, 21 Feb 2024 04:41:51                                    |
                                                                            Camaro
                                                                        
                        

                        My original radio had called it quits and for quite a long time, I've been driving around with no radio (probably hoping that it would fix itself magically). I wanted to keep the original stock look of the radio, so I searched on eBay for a replacement. I didn't have a whole lot of money so I tried to get one cheap. The original radio for mine went from anywhere between 60 to 120. Thanks to Kerry (A.K.A.
                    

                                        
                        
                            A whole museum of muscle cars was put up for auction along with 200 cars
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 15 Feb 2024 04:10:38                                    |
                                                                            Automotive News
                                                                        
                        

                        The collection of unique muscle cars has more than 200 items In the US state of Florida, more than 200 ideal muscle cars will be put up for sale. Cars are kept in a specialized museum, popularly called the City of Muscle Cars . The owner of the unique collection, Rick Trevorgi, acquired his first muscle car at the age of 14. Since then, the enterprising American has taken up the buying and resale of cars.
                    

                                        
                        
                            HEI and Electronic Spark Control Fundamentals And Troubleshooting
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Tue, 13 Feb 2024 11:59:27                                    |
                                                                            Chevy Thunder
                                                                                |
                                        1 comment                                
                        

                        Troubleshooting the HEI remote coil ignition w o Hall effect The HEI system, using the remote coil was used starting around 1987 and used up to around the mid 1990's. This system uses the same basic electrical troubleshooting procedures as the coil in cap system, so use that page as a reference and guide for troubleshooting and repair. The difference is that the coil is mounted remotely and there is some slight difference in identifying the connections and terminals.
                    

                                        
                        
                            G374 Yesterdays Antique Motorcycles
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Fri, 09 Feb 2024 21:05:41                                    |
                                                                            Classic Cars
                                                                        
                        

                        0031 495 546054 Antique Motorcycles amp Related Items Pre 1940 office yesterdays nl G380 AU TIMERS - MOTORCYCLE CLASSICS 0031 6534 39196 Classic Motorcycles mail alltimers.nl G382 YESTERDAYS ANTIQUE MOTORCYCLES 0031 495 546054 Antique Motorcycles amp Related Items Pre 1940 office yesterdays.nl G384 RUSS HINWOOD MOTORS 01202 731308 British Bike amp Car Spares Including Mercedes 450SL. G38S ANTIQUE AMERICAN MOTORCYCLES 07968401170 Antique American Motorcycle Parts kdhgear aol.com G385A ANDREW...
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                                Mon, 05 Feb 2024 02:00:59                                    |
                                                                            White Interior
                                                                        
                        

                        A GREAT find All your Corvette manuals and literature with one free call, best service, best selection, best price. Faxon's, 800-458-2734, 7 am-6 pm PDT, US and Canada www.faxonautolit.com 31-YR A BETTER deal on Corvette shop, service, repair manuals, owner's manuals, parts manuals, history books. 206-7213077, 888-380-9277, WA www.books4cars.com 15- A GREAT find, 1958-62 window windwings, very rare. 952-935-4005, MN. A-APPLE b-better Corvette parts all years, new and used, we ship everywhere,...
                    

                                        
                        
                            Joe Calcagno Rare Corvettes
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Mon, 05 Feb 2024 02:00:59                                    |
                                                                            Muscle Cars
                                                                        
                        

                        
PEDALS, 4-speed, 1956-57, 1958-62, 1963-66 and 1967, 1968-81. 310-329-5334, CA. PLATING from Detailplating.com for the best zinc based plating in silver, gold iridite, black and gray phosphate, since 1983. Steve Gregori, 2496 N Zediker, Sanger, CA 93657, 559-875-0290 www.Detailplating.com 800-458-3475 www.CorvetteAmerica.com POWER window switches, 1956-62, originals, I have only one pair, just one more very rare part, these won't last long. 310-329-5334, CA. POWER window regs, 1963-7, 300 pr....
                    

                                        
                        
                            Corvette Top Surround Nos
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Mon, 05 Feb 2024 02:00:59                                    |
                                                                            Muscle Cars
                                                                        
                        

                        
68-75 CORVETTE convertible top frame, nice condition, 1,200 74-75 Corvette hood, original, 300 85 Corvette front end, complete, headlight buckets with motors, front bumper with braces, 800 2 85 Corvette doors, complete, 500. 765-948-5566, IN www.jsmotors.com 1989 CORVETTE tune port engine, fuel injected, complete, purchased from wrecked Corvette in 1992, not used since, low mileage, 2,200. 732-223-2984, NJ. COVE moldings, 1956-1961, NOS, complete sets or singles. 310-329-5334, CA. COVERS car...
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                                Mon, 05 Feb 2024 02:00:59                                    |
                                                                            Power Steering
                                                                        
                        

                        BRAKE master cylinders 1963-1967, power or non-power, 100 and up. PH 310-329-5334, CA. BRAKES, steering, suspension, used original parts, 195362, California rust-free, never from burned Corvettes. Joe Calcagno, RARE Corvettes, 831-475-4442, CA. BROACHING, stamping & rebuilding, your block or ours we have done NCRS engines. Engines Limited, 920-6850288, WI www.engineslimited.com **21-YR** BUMPERS, all straight, no pitting, 68-72 fronts, 250 ea 63-7 fronts and 58-62 fronts, 500 pr or rears....
                    

                                        
                        
                            How Much Does A Wheel Alignment Cost? - Full Price Guide
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 01 Feb 2024 18:24:07                                    |
                                                                            Automotive Lifestyle
                                                                                |
                                        31 comments                                
                        

                        A wheel alignment might not seem like that big of a deal since, unlike many other mechanical issues, you can still drive your car even if your alignment is a little off. People will often put off getting an alignment to save money, but it can end up costing you down the road. An improper wheel alignment will cause excess tire wear and can lead to the breakdown of other steering components.
                    

                                        
                        
                            Catalytic Converter Cost & Replacement - Should You Sell Your Car Instead?
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 01 Feb 2024 18:23:19                                    |
                                                                            Automotive Lifestyle
                                                                                |
                                        26 comments                                
                        

                        If you own a car that was manufactured within the past 40 years or so, then it has a catalytic converter as part of the exhaust system. Unless you are a mechanic, you more than likely are not even aware of what a catalytic converter does and why it is necessary on your car. It is a very important piece of equipment, and your car will not function properly when there is an issue with it Here, we will go into a little more detail about what a catalytic converter is, what it does, and why you...
                    

                                        
                        
                            Scrap Car Prices: What's Your Car Worth?
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 01 Feb 2024 18:22:32                                    |
                                                                            Automotive Lifestyle
                                                                                |
                                        24 comments                                
                        

                        Do you have an old junk car sitting around that you need to unload You obviously want to get the most money possible for it, so that's probably why you are checking out scrap car prices. We can help take the hassle out of your research by providing everything you need to know about scrap value. There are several factors that affect whether you will get the best price for your old clunker.
                    

                                        
                        
                            Transmission Flush Cost - What Is It & Do You Need It?
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 01 Feb 2024 18:18:28                                    |
                                                                            Automotive Lifestyle
                                                                                |
                                        17 comments                                
                        

                        Automatic transmissions are the norm today instead of the exception as fewer and fewer cars are equipped with manual transmissions. Your transmission is a complicated piece of machinery, and while it is designed to last a long time, it does require some maintenance to keep it working properly. The transmission contains transmission fluid which helps to lubricate and cool all the moving pieces inside.
                    

                                        
                        
                            Brake Line Replacement Cost - How Much & What To Expect
                        

                        
                                                        
                                Thu, 01 Feb 2024 18:17:41                                    |
                                                                            Automotive Lifestyle
                                                                                |
                                        15 comments                                
                        

                        One of the worst fears of every driver is pressing the brake pedal and nothing happens. Instead of stopping, the car just continues to barrel down the highway. It might sound like a scene from an action movie, but it could happen to you if your brake lines fail. Luckily, brake lines are made to last for years, and they typically do not fail on cars with under 100,000 miles. However, if your car is getting older, then it might be a good idea to have your mechanic inspect them for wear.
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                        That dreaded little yellow or orange light on the dash just came on and now you're freaking out. What could possibly be wrong with your car Will it be an expensive repair and will I have the money to fix it Well, it might not be a huge problem, and there are ways that you can get that light to go away on your own. It could be something as simple as a loose gas cap Keep reading if you're wondering how to turn off a check engine light.
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                        You've finally decided to sell your car, but now you realize you have a problem. When gathering all the paperwork for the sale, you cannot locate the car's title. You need the cash from the sale of your car quickly, but without the title, the sale might not even happen at all. Now you're scrambling to figure out how to sell a car without a title. You need to show proof of ownership so that the potential buyer can take legal ownership of the vehicle.
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                        You're already running late for work, so you hop in your car ready to make the drive in record time. You turn the key and hear click and nothing else. Now you have to call your boss to explain the situation plus figure out what is going on with your car. While we can't call your boss for you, we can help you to track down the problem with your car starting. The dreaded clicking noise can be caused by a few different things, and we are going to help you narrow down which one it is.
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                        Engine rebuild two words that immediately strike fear into the heart of any car owner. If you own a car, you probably know that an engine rebuild is one of the biggest repairs that you might ever have to make on your vehicle. And they're not cheap Rebuilds require hours of labor by a mechanic with the expertise to do the job, so it's going to cost. But just how much will it cost and how do you know if you really need this service performed We'll answer both of those questions here.
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                        IMPORTANT This type of deck will NOT fit without modification to the center console vant ducts. Click here for updated information. Perform the steps below at your own risk. Times have changed and where our cassette decks were it back then, I myself have yet to play one in my ride for quite some time now. Since my other two daily driver vehicles have CD players, I now buy, cut, compose my own CD's.
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                        Aging is a normal process, and this is true for your car as well. As your car ages, gaskets and seals become brittle and can start to leak. Plus, the years of friction created inside your car's engine can lead to increased wear and tear. The good news is that there are motor oils available specifically for your high mileage engine that can help to prevent or even reverse the aging process Just as people use special products to prevent aging or reduce wrinkles, these high mileage motor oils are...
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                        Where do we begin 1973 sounds like a good round figure I suppose how about October 27, 1973. Where Riverside International Raceway, Riverside, CA of course This is the date and location of the first, ever, IROC race. The International Race of Champions is a race comprised of top notch drivers from IRL, NASCAR Winston Cup, NASCAR Busch, World of Outlaws all sorts of racing to compete in identical cars and try their driving skills at winning the IROC Championship of the season.
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                        The Ford Transit Connect Camper is a sporty mini van for singles and couples looking for a daily driver and a small camper all in one compact vehicle. Mini campers are gaining in popularity and the Ford Transit is noexception here. It's easy to drive, simple to park, gets great gas mileageplus you can park it in almost any garage. An excellent adventure vehiclegiving camping a whole new perspective.
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                        Engine Component Details Engine Application Guide Gen III Cylinder Head ID Numbers Gen III Intake manifold ID Numbers LS1 LS6 Fuel Injector ID's Camshaft 4.8L 5.3L 6.0L Engine Component Details Engine Block Aluminum Cast of 319-T5 spec aluminum- All 5.7L, some 2003 5.3L, 2005 6.0LCast Iron 4.8, 5.3 and 6.
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                        Comfy And Compact Flashy SleepersTeardrop camping trailers are beautifully streamlined, extremely practical and compact camping and cruising companions for many adventures. These trailers are the next best thing to a tent. Teardrop campers can sleep two adults comfortably, take in most of their camping gear, might have a small kitchen in the back and are easier to tow then anything else on the road. Even with a motorcycle They first appeared in the 1930's and remained popular until the 1960's.
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The next axle Mopar offered is the military variant from the J8 military Jeep Wrangler. Designed to be slightly stouter than the standard JK axle, these 44 fronts and matching Dana 60 rears come with front open differentials and rear limited slips but slightly thicker wall tubes, much bigger brakes, and the old-style 5-on-5V2 wheel bolt pattern, making them a great swap candidate for earlier jeeps CJs or YJs looking for stronger and slightly wider axles, though the front axle is left-side...
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FOR YOUR HOT ROD, STREET MACHINE, MUSCLE CAR AND STREET RODS YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW. tion. Jerry MacNeish's Camaro Hi-Performance, 410781-0418, MD check out our website and read what customers say about our distributor services and some of our competitors' work www.z28camaro.com DISTRIBUTORS 1111071, 1111109, 1111195, 1111138, 1111168, 1111169, 1111170, 1111264, 1111437, 1111444, 1111480, 1111488, 1111489. 1111497, 1111498, 1111499, 1111963, 1111999, 1112000, 1112019, 1112049, 1112052,...
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                        ENGINE and transmission components water and fuel pumps, carburetors and kits, most everything in stock for the ohv engines and transmissions of the 50s at guaranteed low prices. Mark II Enterprises, 800-576-2752, FAX 760770-3324, CA. EXHAUST manifolds, new, manufactured with new tooling for 1958-78 430, 383, 429, 460 engines redesigned and reinforced to last forever 430, 462, 383 left and right side, and 429 & 460 right side only, 250. Mark II Enterprises, 800-576-2752, 951686-2752, CA...
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                        The Chinese brand Bisu has distributed teasers for its fourth production model. The brand was created in 2016 within the joint venture of corporations BAIC and Yinxiang Motorcycle Group. Coup -like Bisu SUV lit up in May 2017 then the network posted a spy photo of the prototype, which the manufacturer called the T7. In January of this year, in the database of the Ministry of Industry of China, there were pictures of the commodity crossover, that model had another index T6.
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                        For the first time, the public got acquainted with the Toyota GR Super Sport hypercar for a marathon race even at the stage of its development. The fact that the Japanese have decided on the premiere of the Toyota GR Super Sport hypercar, writes Autocar. Recall that the prototype car was based on the two-time winner of the 24 Hours of Le Mans marathon, the hybrid TS050 prototype.
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                        Pulling codes for the is same as for the earlier TPI systems on the 1992 through 1995 F body (Camaro-Firebird). 1992-93 Corvette. The 1994-95 Corvette was the phase in years for the OBD II with the 16 pin diagnostic link which requires a scanner to enable pulling codes. 1994-95 Corvette Diagnostic Link partial OBD II Click on code number to jump down directly to description. 13 Oxygen sensor circuit wiring connection 55 Lean fuel monitor 14 Coolant sensor high temp.
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                        I am offering these LS1 LS6 Vortec 4.8-5.3-6.0L harness pcm combination now on my web page to get away from the exorbitant fees that Ebay and Paypal both charge. I am phasing this in as to get myself weaned off Ebay in a few months. My Ebay name Chevythunder_ls1, you can check my reputation. Here is the deal - a flat rate costs of 449.00* ** and that will include shipping and insurance with signature confirmation. The description below is the same one I have been running on Ebay auctions.
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                        VEMaster is a program that will take a datalog and make some statistical computations based on the running characteristics of your motor. It will take a TTS Datamaster (and possibly Freescan) data log and make adjustments to the Volumetric Efficiency tables in a .BIN file based on your block learn values at partial throttle.
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As Allan Henshaw-Allcock restores a 1961 Fordson Dexta we took a closer look at the piston rings and crankshaft bearings. This particular tractor sn 957E 83479, family-owned from new had been stood for an amazing 40 years and luckily most of this time was indoors. Most of the nuts and bolts had rust visible so the good old WD-40 was brought out, liberally sprayed and allowed to soak in overnight. Before stripping, the first thing Allan did was to get the tractor to run. With the injectors and...
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Text by Steve Temple, photos by the author and Jim Lockwood It's been more than five decades since the first mechanical fuel injection system was introduced on the C1 Corvette and full-size Chevy sedans. What's remarkable is how well this system worked in its day, long before the advent of computer-controlled induction in the early Eighties. Developed by Zora Arkus-Duntov and John Dolza, the Rochester Ram-Jet Fl is still considered a breakthrough feat of engineering. With the 20 20 hindsight of...
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It is generally acknowledged that the trend for luxuriously specified Minis was started by comic legend Peter Sellers, when he asked dealership HR Owen to convert his new Mini-Cooper into something more exclusive. HR Owen commissioned Hooper Motor Servicesl Ltd -the spares and servicing arm of the former coachbuitding firm - to undertake the work. The bill for the resulting car, completed early in 1963, came to C2600 as against 679 for a standard Cooper at the timel, and was accounted for by...
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The most popular factory rear suspension design for solid rear axle cars is the coil spring system. Under the coil spring umbrella are a number of subtle design variations that make coil spring suspensions more attractive to suspension tuners, compared with leaf springs. Because the coil spring's only job is to support the weight of the vehicle, designers still needed a way to locate the rear axle under the car. This necessitated control arms also called trailing arms . The simplest OE coil...
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 gt Ed Goodrich is the racer described in this month's Holeshot column, the one who lent us Camaro parts last year. He has worked on his car since 2008, lowering it and adding a front air dam. He ran his best lap ever at 219.660 mph but is still frustratingly far from the 237.280-mph record. gt The most impressive run was in Wayne Jesel's huge Dodge crew cab truck Jimmy Barton drove it to an unreal 262.118-mph record in D Blown Modified Pickup. That's unheard of for a fullsize truck, but get...
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                        Information for your Chevy small block fuel injection system- TPI swapping into an older vehicle. Click here to start Also information for LT1 and the LSx-Gen III engines (scroll down) Since its inception in 1985, The Tuned Port Fuel Injection system has captured the imagination of performance enthusiasts. With its sleek low profile, high tech styling, powerful torque and unlimited hop up capability, it is no wonder, over twenty years later, it has become one of the most popular swaps.
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                        A very short X-body history The X-body design encompassed the Buick Skylark (1980-85) Chevrolet Citation (1980-85), Oldsmobile Omega and Pontiac Phoenix (1980-84). The original concept for these cars began as early as 1974 as GM designers went to work to design smaller, lighter vehicles but still maintain a reasonable passenger compartment and trunk space.
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J . . gt gt - - i 5 ' HI Pre-orders are now being taken. No cheques are cashed or cards charged until items have been dispatched. Join the Creative Masters Club to receive our newsletter Email us today sales creativemasters.co.uk Creative Masters, P.O. Box 3096, Lancing, BNI5 5AX, United Kingdom Priority Order Line 44 0 1903 875 978 or post to Creative Masters, P.O. Box 3096, Lancing, BN15 5AX, United Kingdom Please indicate the quantity you require in the box below and add 6 P amp P per...
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                        The throttle position sensor, or TPS, on your car is an extremely important part that many people have never even heard of. However, if it starts to go bad, it can have some terrible consequences that make your car unsafe to drive. So, just what is a TPS sensor and how do you know if you have problems Here we will explore what this part does and the symptoms you need to watch for. We'll also talk about how expensive these parts are to replace in case you need a new one.
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                        1957 Chevrolet Fuel Injection The biggest automotive news for 1957 was the Ramjet fuel injection that was manufactured by General Motor's Rochester carburetor division. The new fuel injection was developed by E.A. Kehoe, John Dolza, Donald Stoltman and father of the Corvette chief engineer Zora Arkus-Duntov. It was standard equipment on the '57 Corvette engines, but could also be had on any of the 20 new 1957 Chevrolet's car.
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                        Basic Troubleshooting You should hear the fuel pump come on for about two seconds and stop, when you first turn the ignition key to the on position. It helps to have a fuel pressure gauge hooked up to the gauge port on the fuel rail. LS1 fuel port is located on front L H fuel rail. The Vortec intake fuel port is on the R H fuel rail. Fuel pressure should be at 50-60 PSI when the fuel lines are fully purged of air.
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                        Although Chevrolet fuel injection had been around as early as 1957, the progress leading up to it began as early as 1883 with Edward Butler, Duetz and other pioneers. It wasn't until World War II when Germany pursued it further by bringing the Robert Bosch company into developing fuel injection for the aviation field. During that time, however, Great Britain and the United States combined efforts to build a system to use in the Patton tank.
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                        The 1967 Ford Country Squire wagon with V8 engine was put up for sale at the Bring a Trailer auction in the United States. This is the only car in the world built at the request of one of the customers of the brand, which he personally addressed to Lee Iacocca, the then president of Ford and one of the fathers of the Mustang model. Despite the fact that station wagons are most often used as family cars, there are many charged models among them. This Ford Country Squire is also one of them.
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Black Cherry Pure Black with Red Pearlescent Clear Coat by CustomColor, handcrafted Red Black leather interior. American Rodder cover car. Lincoln 4.6L DOHC crate polished and chromed show-motor with 4R70W electronic OD auto transmission, Autometer gauges. LED backlit 20 Donz Sopranos wrapped with G-Force performance radials. Substantial air powered systems including Advanced suspension with wireless control, front and rear hatches, interior compartments....
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                        Notts NG15 SAH CZTte fJ achig Two Strode Engine Enthusiasts RE-SLEEVING AND TUNING LC through to TZ, as used by leading riders over the past 30 years. Crank Shaft modification and re-conditioning service. Cylinders resleeved and mocified for that ultra-performance with reliability Lighter and stronger than standard tods, supplied in weight-matched sets, available for all these engines Triumph T100, T110, T120. T140, Pre 54 T100, Trident, Daytona -BSA,A7, A10.A65. Rocket...
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                        You measure the squish clearance before stripping the engine. To do so you will need some 1.5 or 2mm multi-core solder. Remove the spark-plug and bend a length of solder into an L shape and put it through the plug hole so that the end of the L touches the edge of the cylinder. With a spanner on the flywheel nut turn the engine backwards and forwards over TDC a few times to compress the solder. Remove the solder and measure it with a vernier. This will tell you the squish clearance you will then...
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                        Following a R1 billion investment during 2010, Renault's new Sandero Stepway, produced at alliance partner Nissan's Rosslyn assembly plant alongside its siblings, is ready to take on the light car market in a new outfit, adding crossover zeal to the Sandero range. For a more macho look the Stepway gains 16-inch alloys, integrated front foglamps, roof rails, front and rear skid plates, as well as a chromed exhaust tailpipe.The Stepway's interior boasts a one-piece facia to minimise rattles,...
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SOME people buy and sell many hot rods over the years, looking for something better than what they already have, only to realise the car three deals before is the one they shouldn't have let go. On the other hand there are guys like l.enny Jones who have owned the same old hot rod for the majority of their life. It's how we remember people when we forget their names, however this car and its owner are remembered together. Many times in hot rod bench racing the car of subject is referred to as...
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                        VW camper vans are one of the coolest things to hit the road and van camping in a box on wheels gave a whole new dimension to the world of travel and camping. The VW camper world They have been around since the 1950's, look just marvelous and tend to put a smile on your face wherever they go. For some reason VW camper vans won the hearts of many around the world.
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                        The legendary VW California camper van is one of the best and most versatile camper van conversions ever made. Do to their compact size, easy driving and versatility these marvelous vehicles have been on the road for decades now and today they are more popular then ever. The name California was first introduced in Europe by the famous German van conversion company Westfalia in the late 1980's.
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                        Do you know what your car's wheel bearings do Did you even know that your car had wheel bearings These parts are small, but they perform an extremely important function in keeping your wheels turning with ease so that your car continues to roll down the road for years to come. Wheel bearings do eventually wear out and need replacement. Often, you can recognize the symptoms of a bad wheel bearing before it completely fails.
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                        Diagnosing a problem within the Computer Command Control System (CCCS) is not a difficult task as the CCCS has a built-in diagnostic system, which indicates a problem by flashing the Check Engine light on the instrument panel. All we need to do now is extract the codes. By using the chart below, we will be able to narrow the problem area down considerably. The following trouble codes are for 1985 to 1990 Camaro IROC-Z vehicles.
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                        1990 Camaro Production 12,743 V6, 22,243 V8, 34,986 total. VIN Example 1G1FP23EXLL100001 thru 1G1FP23EXLL134986* Fifth digit is model level P Camaro (all models)* Sixth digit is body style 2 Hatchback Coupe, 3 Convertible.* Eighth digit is engine code F 305ci V8 (LB9), E 305ci V8 (L03), T 191ci V6 (LH0), 8 350ci V8 (B2L)* Ninth digit is check digit and varies.* Tenth digit is model year L 1990* Eleventh digit is assembly plant code L Van Nuys* Last six digits increased one for each car built.
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                        1989 Camaro Production 42,729 V6 68,010 V8 110,739 total. VIN Example 1G1FP21SXKL100001 thru 1G1FP21SXKL210739 * Fifth digit is model level P Camaro (all models).* Sixth digit is body style 2 Hatchback Coupe, 3 Convertible* Eighth digit is engine code E 305ci V8 (L03) F 305ci V8 (LB9) S 173ci V6 (LB8) 8 350ci V8 (L98)* Ninth digit is check digit and varies.* Tenth digit is model year K 1989* Eleventh digit is assembly plant code L Van Nuys* Last six digits increased one for each car built.
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                        Diagnosing a problem within the Computer Command Control System (CCCS) is not a difficult task as theCCCS has a built-in diagnostic system, which indicates a problem by flashing the Check Engine light on the instrument panel. All we need to do now is extractthe codes. By using the chart below, we will be able to narrow the problem area downconsiderably. The following trouble codes are for 1985 to 1990 Camaro IROC-Zvehicles. Code Problem orDescription PossibleCauses 12 No referencepulses to ECM.
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1961 AND newer Lincoln parts new, obsolete rebuilt and good used Lincoln parts wheels, wheelcovers, differentials, wheel well moldings, body side moldings, grilles, bumpers, window motors, door glass, lenses, chrome, interior parts, switches, convertible top parts, gauges, etc, etc call, email or write for a free catalog or simply ask for what you need literally millions of Lincoln parts preserved for the day you need them. Baker's Auto, 196 Providence Pike, Putnam, CT 06260 info & service...
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HOOD hinge rebuilding service, all models, fast service, starting at 149 pair. FCR Auto Services, 800-440-0003, Plattsburgh, NY fcrauto yahoo.com HOOD and door hinges rebuilding services, available for all models, starting at 199 pr. See our ad under Services Offered. SMS Auto Restoration Services, 42 Manchester Rd, Derry, NH 03038, PH 800-989-6660 website www.sms-auto.com IGNITION parts, 1910s-1970s caps, rotors, points, condensers, coils, brushes, regulators, switches, vacuum controls show...
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62-74 MOPAR A, B, C and E-body your complete parts source, 58 acre salvage facility complete line new and reproduction parts, discount shipping worldwide , satisfaction guaranteed, serving the industry with quality and professionalism since 1976. May we help you Visa, MC Mopar is all we do. Stephens Performance, 256247-1332, M-F 9-5 CDT, FAX 256-247-1337, 24 7, AL www.stephensperformance.com 25-YR MOPAR engines, 440 engine blocks, date coded 4-26-71, price 1,200 each Mopar engine, 1963 413...
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OLDS 1966-1972 Cutlass back glass, new, in stock, windshields, 99 and up side glass also available. 800828-2212, MN. OLDSMOBILE grilles, 1928-1950 upper grille bars, 194950 horn ring, hubcaps, 1920s-50s 1940 bumper, Rocket hood ornament. 858-272-0583, CA. 39-YR High Performance and Restoration Parts 1103 Paso Robles St, Paso Robles, CA 93446 www.mondellotwister.com 805-237-8808 new, used, reproduction, rebuilt, radios, leather, mechanical, weatherstripping, body fillers amp extensions worldwide...
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1968-72 OLDS Cutlass 442 parts cars hardtop amp convertible parts large selection of body, interior, mechanical, trim and options, exc used condition, Connecticut location. 203272-7103, CT ros6872 hotmail.com ros6872parts.com OLDSMOBILE 1957-58 misc interior and exterior parts, excellent used. Lawrence Camuso, 408-483-9414, CA www.larrycamuso.com 30-YR OLDS 49-64 only new roller rockers alum heads for Oldsmobile engines TH350 amp TH400 changeovers stick changeovers for Muncie or T5 cams, solid...
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                        Fax 973-334-5423 * Fnr info y7.V3 i4-9575 NOS Chrysler, Imperial, Dodge, Plymouth 1950s-1990s seat cloth, vinyl yardage carpets, headliners, vinyl tops, NOS seat covers 1958-1964 Dodge, Plymouth reproduction seat covers 1963-1974 Dodge, Plymouth. Original Auto Interiors, 7869 Trumble, Columbus, MI 48063, PH 586-727-2486 email origauto tir.com www.originalauto.com **31-YR** NOW available, fuel additive which contains real tetraethyl lead, add 12 oz to 16 gals of 93 octane, will boost to 99.5...
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Classic Heaters, 566 Fulton St, Farmingdale, NY 11735, 516-293-2175 or classicheaters.com IGNITION parts, 1910s-1970s caps, rotors, points, condensers, coils, brushes, regulators, switches, vacuum controls show quality restoration distributors, vacuum controls, generators. Special Interest Autos, PH FAX 800-634-2469, 972-722-4079, TX www.special-interest-autos.com 19-YR INSTRUMENTS restoration of speedometers, tachometers, gauge clusters and gas tank sending units....
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Mint condition, older, professional ground-up restoration, early 1928 features include inside door handles and red steering wheel, professionally maintained, price includes an additional motor, 29,500. Frank, 216-403-4867, OH or frank.crisafi ceresdevelopment.com FORD 1928 roadster pickup, older restoration, wide whites, new top, etc, 13,900. 540-896-8243, VA www.wwmotorcars.com MODEL As 1929 huckster, 1930 speedster, 1930 tractor all are older restorations sell package deal only. John,...
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                        American studio has released a tuning kit for the fifth generation Viper Prefix workshop from Michigan (USA) has developed a stroker kit for the fifth Dodge Viper. After the revision, the volume of the naturally aspirated V10 engine increased from 8.4 to 9.0 liters, which had a positive effect on the acoustic accompaniment even at idle, the Viper sounds like cramps for a drag. The Extreme Engine package from the Prefix studio allows to increase the volume of the V10 by 0.
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                        Build Your Own Camper Van Using Them Used camper parts can be a great option if you choose to build yourown camper van. All you have to do is get a used van, source out used camper partsthrough various resources, modify or fix them as needed and fitthem in.A lot of work to do here Well yes it is, but it all kind of depends on what you need and howlucky you get searching for your desired products. And don't forgetall the work that has to be put in a project like this.
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                        Some people choose not to have camping showers installed in their homemade camper van conversions, either because of the lack of space or they simply find them useless on the long run. Either way, a portable camper shower is a great solution if you happen to be one of them. If you like to park your camper van far away from the crowds for a while, just the way I do, you'll eventually have to wash up yourself and sometimes even the dishes Actually I'm the type of person that loves to jump in...
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The Grawo Mobil camper was a handbuilt bespoke conversion and with perhaps just a dozen or so surviving examples, none of which are in the UK , is a very rare example of a non Westfalia German camping interior, featuring a very different style of elevating roof. spacious and features caravan style U shaped bench seating round a table in the rear, which converts to a full width double bed. By the sliding door is a coolbox sink unit, with an extension flap worktop. The cooker is sited in a unit...
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                        Custom Build, Sharp Looking, Cozy SleepersTeardrop campers are one of those practical things that make camping life so much easier. If you love the great outdoors and discovering the world around you the simple way and wish to stay dry in a storm, teardrop campers are definitely more than worth a closer look.These attractive camping trailers are small enough to be towed almostanywhere by almost any vehicle. A camper van, truck or even amotorcycle in some cases.
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                        Meeting You Half Way Between Homemade And Brand NewTeardrop camper kits are a great alternative if you don't want to go through the time consuming hassle and frustration of a homemade project and still wish to do some of the work on your own. Only a few small companies that build teardrop campers will provide the kit package . This allows you to finish up and personalize your teardrop and even save some money doing it.
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WIRING, show quality, exact reproductions of originals, see display ad under Services Offered. Rhode Island Wiring Service, 401-789-1955, RI. 32-YR WIRING harnesses Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto, 1927-61, most years and models, duplicates of originals, simplified instructions with illustrations and wiring diagram, satisfaction guaranteed, catalog 4. YnZ's Yesterday's Parts, 333 E Stuart Ave A, Redlands, CA 92374, 909798-1498 www.ynzyesterdaysparts.com 38-YR WIRING harnesses 1920 to 1956 Chrysler, DeSoto, Dodge, Plymouth, authentic reproductions, handcrafted with the finest materials, each supplied with limited warranty, installation instructions and schematics also offering wiring supplies, braiding service catalog or information 5. Harnesses Unlimited, Box 435, Wayne, PA 19087. 30-YR WIRING harnesses 1966-1974 A, B, C, E engine harnesses, points or electronic, A, B amp E headlight harnesses 68-70 B, 70-74 E taillight harnesses, wiper, a c, transmission, wiring supplies, Cuda...
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IMPALA 1960 2-door hardtop, 348 tri-power, 4-speed, 605 ps, pb, tilt column, Vintage air conditioning & heat, beautiful bright red paint with attractive red & gray interior, complete professional restoration performed on this stunning classic Impala, 48,500 240520. Almeida's Classic Cars, 209-667-7828, Turlock, CA www.almeidaclassiccars.com **24-YR** IMPALA 1960 4-door sedan, solid body, all glass good, missing engine & trans, parts or restore, 2,595 obo. 405392-3447, OK...
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FORD 1928-31 TCI street rod chassis, Bell axle, 8 differential, 4 links, brand new, 6,500. 330-417-9214, OH. FORD 1929 roadster pickup, all steel, straight, black primer, Chevy 350 w 6 carbs & Mag, Jag rear, original Halibrand wheels, 20,000. 845-856-3482, NY weberj1 frontiernet.net FORD 1929 roadster highboy, Olds 394 V8 with 3 Stromberg 97s, TH350, Olds rear with coilovers & 3 36 gears, body & grille channeled 5 inches, chromed front axle & springs, yellow with pearl white interior, 29,950...
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Body by Murray, only 3,561 produced, price when new 920 Ford's most expensive passenger car for 1939, very rare then and now this car is one of the best to exist. A California car most of its life and driven only 22,000 miles in its 70 years since new. Still has all of its original Ford script glass and very nice brown leather interior, car had a very highdollar strip and refinish done retaining the original Dartmouth green color. The process revealed an unbelievable, as new body with no rust...
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CHEVROLET 1931, 5-window rumble seat coupe, 6-wheel rare, recent body-off restoration, remanufactured engine, new interior, California car, sharp, 17,000. 951677-2979, CA effectenterprises coastinet.com CHEVROLET 1931 Deluxe 2-door, good runner, needs upholstery, 9,500. 920-829-5924, WI. CHEVROLET 1931 Independence roadster, 19,000 original miles, show quality frame-off restoration, 43,500. 610-505-8612, PA www.connorsmotorcar.com CHEVROLET 1932 Deluxe 4-dr sedan, excellent restoration project,...
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Professionally built and purchased through Fast Lane Speed and Rod Shop in 2008, only 350 miles. Downsizing and moving, must sell. Kilbourne body, Chassis Engineering components, boxed 32 rails, CM 350 290 hp crate engine, automatic, Dayton wire wheels, Cid Chavers Boptop, Flowmaster, ultra red leather, classic air conditioning, Lokar shifter, polished Ididit steering column, custom chrome, 32 Ford windshield, 42,000. Jerry, 731-234-2711, Tennessee. FORD 1932 highboy roadster, Brookville body,...
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Nice cosmetic restoration, 4-speed trans, 2-speed rear axle. Beautiful finished hardwood bed, beavertail and ramps for loading cars for shows. This truck is almost always more interesting to viewers than the show car on it, also has bumper for towing a trailer, all with famous 96 hp flathead V8. Yes, pickups are everywhere but when did you last see a similiar coe 26,000 Ford 1951 F5, high ratio rear end, low (60,000) miles, mint cab, runs excellent, MA title, best offer considered or trade for...
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Buick 1951 Roadmaster 4-dr, 95,000 mi, Straight 8, Dynaflow, car was crushed across a pillar by falling maple, good from windshield forward, rear good from B pillar. 917-364-4090, NY. Buick 1952 Special hardtop, 8-cylinder, 3-speed, beautiful peacock green metallic over glen green, complete restoration 2001, many trophies and Best of Shows, a nice car to show drive, 28,500 obo, trades considered. 904-505-6649, FL classiccars4me gmail.com Buick 1952 Special hardtop, 8-cylinder, 3-speed,...
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CHEVY 1958 2-dr, all orig, good seats, new carb and exh, 6-cyl, a t, drives well, 6,950. 618-635-7056, IL. Chevrolet 1958 Bel Air 2-door sedan, award winning, good to excellent condition, 2-speed Powerglide automatic transmission, turquoise amp white exterior with green interior, looks amp drives great, 29,975, negotiable. 803-627-2846, SC lhbomar comporium.net Chevrolet 1958 Bel Air 2-door sedan, award winning, good to excellent condition, 2-speed Powerglide automatic transmission, turquoise...
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Cummins diesel engine, Allison transmission, perfect body and interior, dual heat and air, one owner, garage kept, polished alloy wheels, back-up camera, original list price 180,000, now 15,750 additional similar buses available. CHEVROLET 1934 flatbed truck, all original, very complete with period accessories, it runs, barn fresh, no title, includes parts truck, 4,500. 814-541-8539, PA. CHEVROLET GMC pickups, panels, Suburbans, trucks titled pickups, 1 2 ton 1935, 1937, 1938, 1946, 1948...
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